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Project Information
Location: 		 Inglewood, CA
Architect: 		 HKS
GC: 		 Turner | AECOM/Hunt JV
Glass Mfr:		 GlasPro & Pulp Studios
Completion: July 2020
Spanning more than three million square feet with a seating capacity of up to 100,000, SoFi
Scope:		
Stadium in Inglewood, Calif., is the largest in the NFL. Home to the Los Angeles Rams and the
Los Angeles Chargers football teams, this massive mixed-use sports and entertainment venue
also marks the biggest commercial railing project ever undertaken by Trex Commercial Products,
which custom designed and engineered an unprecedented 73,000 linear feet of railing for the
facility.
Trex Commercial Products’ railing can be found inside and outside the state-of-the-art, amenityrich stadium – from the seating bowl and suites to the concourse and vomitorium areas, as well
as the monument stairs and canyons on each side of the facility. The equivalent of 14 miles of
railing were custom designed, developed and deployed for this project, including nine different
styles in 125 different configurations. Cable, glass, aisle and cane rail in sleek, sturdy aluminum
complement the stadium’s contemporary architecture, while drink rails add convenient function
to VIP, ADA and standing spectator areas.
A distinguishing aspect of this project is the strategic integration of LED lighted rail. More than
5,000 linear feet of multi-line LED Aisle Rail add safety and ambiance to the massive seating
bowl area. Combined with 3,000 linear feet of LED Site Rail, SoFi Stadium features the most LED
railing Trex Commercial Products has used in any project.
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More than 10,000 design hours, 13,000 production hours and a
continuous crew of installers were required to outfit the nearly 14
miles of Trex Commercial Products’ railing featured both inside and
outside SoFi Stadium.

Outfitted with more than 5,000 linear feet of multi-line LED Aisle
Rail combined with 3,000 linear feet of LED Site Rail, SoFi Stadium
features the most LED railing Trex Commercial Products has used in
any project.
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